
People choose to do food storage many different ways - and
that’s great! The biggest thing to remember is to you store
what you eat. Having food will not do you any good if it is food
that you don’t like or don’t eat. Having extreme dietary changes
in the middle of a crisis, is not going to help your stress levels
either. The second thing is to practice using your food storage
and use what you store to rotate it. 

If you are just starting your food storage journey, try tracking
what you already eat. See how much you use and calculate
what more you would need to make it an extra week, an extra
month, etc... Start small and grow from there.   
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This month we want to encourage everyone to
continue working on developing a growth
mindset. Set SMART goals. 
S - Specific
M - Measurable
A - Achievable
R - Relevant
T - Time Bound
Develop a sense of positivity. Practice seeing the
good around you. Find someone you trust to help
keep you accountable. 

GROWTH MINDSET

Follow us on Facebook and
Instagram for more

content and updates! 

FOOD STORAGE

The building and exhibit design committee has
been busy and has produced a great floor plan
for the Disaster Discovery Center. We are
currently working on the interior design phase.
Stay tuned for more updates as they come! 

UPDATE ON THE
BUILDING DESIGN

"CHANCE FAVORS THE PREPARED MIND."

-BRADLEY LILLY

Emotional first aid is just as
important as physical first aid.
During disasters,  stress is high
and people often experience
traumatic things. This can have
a profound effect on them. If
you are experiencing these
disasters too, you could be
experiencing some of the same
things.  Make sure you keep
track of your mental health and
reach out when you need it. You
can only help others when you
are healthy yourself. 

Donate today on Venmo today! 
@DDC-DisasterDiscoveryCenter


